
The Loss of K-141 Kursk

"We therefore commit his body to the deep, to be turned into corruption,
Locfting for the resurrection of the body With sure and certain hope that the sea will give up its dead,
and the life of the world shall come tfuough our Lord, Jesus Christ,
Who at His coming shall change our vile body that it may be like His glorious body,
According to the mighty working whereby He is able to subdue all things to Himself.

AMEN." The Naval Burial Prayer

With some interest I have watched the unfolding drama of the sinking of the Russia nuclear powered and
nuclear armed attack submarine K-l4l *Kursk' north of Murmansk. As a former Canadian Nar,.al Reserve
Officer, and someone who once trained to sink submarines, my thoughts have been tempered by the stark
realities oflife at sea.

I have known from the beginning that the only realistic view was that of the head of the Russian Nar,y.
There would be no survivors. Such finality, however, does not sell print. The Russian Nar,y have lost
some 600 sailors aboard their submarines over the past ffi years. They lack the resources and expertise to
effect a rescue even in the shallow water in which the Kursk lies. They asked for outside help too late.

Hope springs eternal but the sinking of a major naval asset like the K-141, is quick and violent. It may be
too early to tell for sure, however my suspicion is that a "hot nurning" torpedo or similar cause may have
killed the 118 sailors on the Kursk.

What we do know is that two explosions, the second more violent than the first occurred in quick
succession in the forward compartrnent of this large submarine. The first explosion was much smaller and
was probably caused by an errant "hot running" torpedo. A hot running torpedo is a torpedo that suddenly
activates itself within the confines of the submarine. If you cannot shut a "hot running' torpedo down
within the first 30 to 60 seconds a counter on the screw of the torpedo arms the warhead guamnteeing
almost certain detonation.

Ifthe torpedo is equipped with a ranging safety you try to turn the ship 180 degrees to deactivate the
torpedo. This ranging safety is designed to prevent a torpedo from turning back upon its source and
sinking the submarine that first launched it.

While you are swinging the submarine in a high spe6d turn the crew in the torpedo room also struggles with
the task of push the hot running torpedo into a launch tube and sending it overboard. This can only
work if the torpedo is in the first row of storage bins, something that may not have been the case aboard the
Kursk. The hot running torpedo may have detonated and set offfour or five other warheads in quick
succession.

A hot running torpedo is what sunk the US attack submarine Scorpion in 1968 killing nearly 100 sailors
and sending that nuclear powered attack submarine to the bottom offthe Azores in the Atlantic Ocean. The
captain ofthe Scorpion attempted a high speed 180 turn, but the detonation ofthe warhead caused the
submarine to telescope upon itse[ something like hitting a brick wall at speed in a fast sports car.
During the Scorpion inquiry the US Navy determined &e cause of this catastrophe and mandated that all
torpedoes aboard their submarines should be tested under actual sea conditions to weed out anv errant
torpedoes.

In the Kursk it appears the second exdosion tore open the forward torpedo room and the command.
compartment immediately aft of the forward torpedo room. Witlout some degree of command control the
reactors shut down and the submarine went to the bottom in an uncontrolled fashion sinking bow first into
the mud on the ocean floor. If the event had been any less violent there would be survivors, but the
detonation of two tonnes of high explosives is what registered in the second blast on the seismic stations in
Norway. Such a blast would blow open any naval ship, short ofan aircraft carrier.



Bow hear,y, out of trim and with no command control the submarine would have hit the bottom at speed
tearing loose major pieces of equipment such as the turbines and sending them crashing forward. It is
unlikely that anyone forward of the reactor room would have survived in this case

Death comes sudden at sea. Explosion and fire is the greatest hazardbecause it is immediate. Sinking is
more slowly and may take a few minutes. In the case of the Kursk, it sank in shallow water and was not
crushed by the water pressure. In most of the previous sinkings of Russian submarines, the submarines
imploded as they sunk to the deep ocean bottom in the Atlantic or Pacific Oceans.

Death is slow and agonrzing if you happen to be trapped on the bottom as it appears may have happened
with some of the crew on the Kursk. My suspicions is the crew in the aft torpedo compartment, aft of the
turbine and reactor compartments, perhaps between six to fifteen men, may have survived the catastrophe
only to perish hours later as rising levels ofcarton dioxide slowly forced a loss ofconsciousness and then
merciful death.

One of the chief reasons why the Naval tolpedo testing range on Vancouver Island was established by
Canada was to allow our Navy and ihose of our allies such as the US and the UK to test every torpedo
before they were put aboard olr ships and submarines to pre!€nt any more occurrences of "hot running"
torpedo. While we think of the disaster on the Kursk it is worth realizing that Canada's contribution to
torpedo testing has saved the life of seveml hundred Canadian, US and UK sailors during the past 25 years.

To be perfectly honest, I have mixed feelings about the loss of the Kursk. There is a bond amongst sailors
from every Nar,y, those who have "Gone in Harms Way." This bond is what makes me think about tlre loss
in human terms.

In the front of my mind, though has been the knowledge that the Kursk was designed, birilt and manned
with one pu{pose, and one purpose only, as a machine of war. That purpose was to challenge Canada arrd
our allies to control of the sea and sever our ties with Europe if conflict were to erupt between Russia and
NATO.

In his memoirs "Triumph and Tragedl' Winston Churchill stated that he only feared one thing during the
Second World War, the Battle of the Atlantic which was the only thing which would bring the Western
allies to defeat, the German Naly and its submarines swering the ties between the old and nerv world.

The old Soviet Nar,y and the new Russian Nar,y know this and have build up a modern naly witlr this task
in mind. While in recent years a lack of money has'crippled much of this nar,y, it still has modern and
capable weapons of war which could be brouglrt to bear upon NATO countries.

In a cold and calculating way the Kursk poses a much lesser risk to Canada and our NATO allies where she
is today, on the bottom of the sea, compared to were she was before the catastrophe, armed and at sea
training to destroy ships ofopposing navies.

The Inquiry into the Kursk will be a measwe of President Putin commitment to political reform. If the
Naval Inquiry is done in the open then the people of Russia will see this and feel something positive
will come of this sad catastrophe. If the inquiry is done the old fashion way, behind close doors in the old
"Soviet Manner", well actions will speak louder than words, definitely louder than the spreams of the
sailors who died on the Kursk.
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